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Abstract 
This paper describes the transformation of I-terms from continuation-passing style 
(CPS) to direct style. This transformation is the left inverse of Plotkin’s left-to-right 
call-by-value CPS encoding for the pure I-calculus. 
Not all I-terms are CPS terms, and not all CPS terms encode a left-to-right call-by- 
value evaluation. These CPS terms are characterized here; they can be mapped back to 
direct style. In addition, the two transformations-to continuation-passing style and to 
direct style-are factored using a language where all intermediate values are named and 
their computation is sequentialized. The issue of proper tail-recursion is also addressed. 
Much work has been devoted to transforming programs into continuation- 
passing style (CPS). (For a recent survey, see Talcott’s special issue on contin- 
uations [23].) In a CPS program, all procedures take an extra parameter-the 
continuation-which is a functional accumulator representing “the rest of the 
computation”. As a consequence, all calls are tail-calls. By contrast, programs 
that are not in CPS (e.g., programs before CPS transformation) are said to 
be in “direct style” (DS). Their procedure calls can occur anywhere (i.e., not 
necessarily in tail position). 
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In contrast to the work mentioned above, the present paper studies the 
transformation of CPS programs into DS programs. For brevity, only the pure 
(call-by-value, with left-to-right evaluation) L-calculus is considered. A more 
thorough study (i.e., addressing conditional expressions, primitive operations, 
block structure, and recursive definitions) is available in a technical report [ 5 1. 
1. From direct style to continuation-passing style and back 
The BNF of the pure (direct-style) L-calculus reads as follows. 
r E DRoot -DS terms y-e= e . . 
e E DExp -DS expressions e::= eoei 1 t 
t E DTriv -DS trivial expressions t::=x 1iix.r 
x E Ide -identifiers 
Fig. 1 presents a one-pass continuation-passing style (CPS) transformer 
for the pure L-calculus with call-by-value evaluation from left to right. This 
transformer is an optimized version of Plotkin’s CPS transformer [ 191. It was 
derived in an earlier work [6] and is only rephrased slightly here to match the 
syntactic domains, The result of transforming a DS term r into CPS is given 
by Q-1. 
These equations can be read as a two-level specification d la Nielson and 
Nielson [ 171 and thus they can be transliterated in any functional-programming 
language. Operationally, the overlined 2s and @s correspond to functional 
C : DRoot --+ CRoot 
C[e]l = &k.CDExP[ej (1t.k @ t) 
CDExp : DExp + [CTriv -+ CExp] + CExp 
CDExp[[eoei~ic =CDEXP[eoJ (;ito.cDEyel] (;it1.(to@tl)@(~~.K@21))) 
cDEytn K = K@ (cDTriqt7j) 
CDTriv : DTriv --t CTriv 
coT”VuXj = x 
where k and the 21’s are fresh variables. 
Fig. 1. Call-by-value, left-to-right CPS transformation for the pure A-calculus. 
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l tCExP e 
l-CROot ;Ik.e 
kj FTC” t1 ; r, Cl tCTtiv to; to 50, v tCExpe t FCTrivt ; . 
if Pxp to t1 (hJ.f?) < k’=p k t 
Fig. 2. Occurrence conditions over formal parameters of continuations. The CPS transformation 
of Fig. 1 performs a particular tree traversal-postfix and left-to-right-yielding a flattened tree 
[4]. So detecting whether a CPS term encodes a call-by-value and left-to-right evaluation order 
amounts to parsing a string in reversed-Polish form: with a stack. This is done by scanning the 
CPS term with a push-down list r holding the formal parameters of continuations. . denotes the 
empty list. See Fig. 3 for an example. 
abstractions and applications in the translation program (and coincide with 
the so-called “administrative reductions” [ 19]), while the underlined &‘s and 
@‘s represent abstract-syntax constructors. 1 
The corresponding BNF of CPS terms reads as follows. (NB: the origi- 
nal identifiers x coming from the DS term are distinguished from the fresh 
identifiers ‘u and k introduced by C. A single identifier k is sufficient.) 
r E CRoot -CPS terms r ::= J.k.e 
e E CExp -CPS (serious) expressions e ::= to tl (2zr.e) 1 k t 
t E CTriv -CPS trivial expressions t::= x 1 ;Ix.r 1 21 
x E Ide -source identifiers 
v,k c Var -fresh variables 
The distinction between “serious” and “trivial” expressions is due to Reynolds 
[20]. Serious terms are passed a continuation-their evaluation may di- 
verge. Trivial terms are passed to a continuation-their evaluation cannot 
diverge. 
A CPS term encodes an evaluation order-here call-by-value-but it also 
encodes a sequencing order-here from left to right. This sequencing order im- 
poses occurrence conditions over the formal parameters of continuations. The 
conditions for left-to-right call-by-value are reproduced in Fig. 2. Transforming 
a DS term r with C yields a CPS term that satisfies the judgement 
tCRoot C[r] 
1 For example, the two-level expression (Ix. (A_y.y) @x) @z evaluates to the expression (1y.y) z. 
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= 2k.f x (&.gx (ku2.h x (ku3.v2 u3 (J.vJ~.w~ u4 (Av5.k w5))))) 
0, v5 Fmti" 215 ; 0 
0, v5 I- CExp k v5 
0, ‘ul ECTriV 211 ; 0 
0, VI, ‘u4 kcTriV u4 ; 0, Vl 
l , vl, 21~ t-C- ‘uI 21~ (Av5.k ‘u5) 
., 211, 212 Fari” 212 ; 0, v1 
0, 01, z12,1/3 FcTriV ?I3 ; 0, VI, u2 
l , ul, v2, v3 t-CExp w2u3 (Av4.v1 u4 (;1u5.k%r5)) 
l , vl, v2 EC=‘” h ; l , vl, v2 
0, VI, 212 FCTriV x ; 0, Ul, 7J2 
0, ~1, ‘~2 kCExp h x (A~3.212 ~3 (Au~.TJ~ ~4 (AU5.k ~5))) 
0, 111 F---” g ; 0, VI 
0, ‘ul kCTriV x ; 0, Ul 





l t--C-’ f x (ilv1.g x (Au2.h x (A v3.% 213 (Av4.7J1 u4 (Av5.k 215)) )) ) 
~.CROO’A~.~ x (Av1.g~ (i2~2.h~ (AzI~.v~v~ (Av~.z~, ~4 (jlVg.kug))))) 
Fig. 3. Derivation tree for a CPS term. 
since the transformation C encodes left-to-right call-by-value. Such a CPS term 
can be mapped back to direct style with the transformation V of Fig. 4. 2 
For example, a CPS term such as 
2k.k (Ax.Ak.f x (lvl.g x (~J~.TI~ 21~ (Au3.k 71~)))) 
satisfies the occurrence conditions over formal parameters of continuations 
2 ‘D can be derived as follows [ 51. Specialize the direct-style denotational semantics of the A- 
calculus to CPS terms. Modify the denotation of applications to apply functions to their argument 
and to an identity continuation, and send the result to the continuation. This suggests an obvious 
simplification: to apply functions to their argument only instead of to both their argument and 
the identity continuation. By the same token, since the continuation identifier k always denotes 
the identity continuation, its occurrences can be simplified away. The resulting semantics can be 
taken as a syntax-directed translation V of the (CPS) &calculus into the (DS) A-calculus. 
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?3 : CRoot --f DRoot 
D[;lk.ej = @Exp[ej Pempty 
DCExp : CExp --f [Var + DExp] --f DExp 
@Exp[tO tl (Av.e)l p = DCExp[e]l p[v t==i (DCTtiV[[tO] p)@ (+nVuttn p) 1 
2FExqk tn p = ~C~~qtjj p 
19~“’ : CTriv -+ [Var + DExp] --f DExp 
DCTriv[xn p = x 
Fig. 4. Call-by-value DS transformation for the pure I-calculus. 
. 1-p e D e’ 5t CTriv t D f ; . 
tCRoot Ak.e D e’ 5 tcExP k t D t’ 
< t-CTriv tl D t; ; 51 <I kCTriv to D tk; TO co, (tb@_ti) kCExpe D f?’ 
5 FExp to tl (2v.e) D e’ 
5k CTriv X D X ; < 
ECRoot r D r’ 
< l-CTriv 2x.r D 2x.r’ ; 5 
5, akCTrivv D a; < 
Fig. 5. Alternative call-by-value DS transformation for the pure L-calculus. 
and thus it can be mapped back to direct style with V, yielding 
nx.(.I-x) (gx) 
Fig. 4 presents V equationally to match C in Fig. 1. Fig. 5 presents it in 
logical form to match Fig. 2. A CPS term r is transformed into a DS term 
r’ whenever r satisfies the occurrences conditions over formal parameters of 
continuations: 
FCRoot r 
/-CRoot r D rf 
The logical presentation makes it more apparent that for satisfactory CPS terms, 
the substitution carried out with an environment p in Fig. 4 can actually be 
carried out with a stack c in Fig. 5. 
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But most CPS terms break the stack discipline of Fig. 2. For example, a 
term such as 
does not satisfy the occurrence conditions over formal parameters of continu- 
ations because (g x ) is computed before (f x ) but its result ~2 is used after 
the result v1 of (f x). 
This unsatisfactory CPS term, however, can be rewritten as another one 
satisfying the occurrence conditions of Fig. 2: 
Ik.k (i2x.lk.g x (~02.[~~.Ak.f x (2u1.u1 ‘u (Iv+k u4))] 2r2 (/lu3.k v3))) 
This rewritten CPS term can be mapped back to direct style with V, yielding 
AX.[AV.(fX) VI (gx) 
where we have used brackets instead of parentheses to improve readability. 
The rewriting is simply an q-expansion in CPS, ensuring that (gx) is evaluated 
before (f x ) . 
2. Staging the CPS and the DS transformations 
The effect of the CPS transformation can be separated into stages [4,14,24]. 
Starting with a DS term, all intermediate values can be named with a let form, 
their computation can be sequentialized, and all trivial terms can be coerced 
into serious ones with a return form. Then continuations can be introduced 
f d : DRoot + IRoot 
&j[e] = EFl[e]l (%.retUrn(t)) 
DTriv 
&d : DTriv + ITriv 
EFTriVuXn = x 
&FTnV[Ax.rJ = &.&[[r] 
where the w’s are fresh variables. 
Fig. 6. DS encoding into a A-language with return and let. 
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EC : CRoot --f IRoot 
&[Ak.e] = E,CEXP[[e] 
~,C~xqk tn = return (i$Ttivutj ) 
Fig. 7. CPS encoding into a I-language with return and let (continuation elimination). 
without any further syntax shuffling. Fig. 6 presents the encoding of A-terms 
into an intermediate A-language containing return and let. The corresponding 
BNF of intermediate terms reads as follows. 
r E IRoot -intermediate terms Y::= e 
e E IExp -intermediate (serious) expressions 
e ::= lets = to 11 ine 1 return(t) 
t E ITriv -intermediate trivial expressions 
t::= x 1 Lx.r 1 v 
x E Ide -source identifiers 
v E Var -fresh 
Unfolding the form 




i.e., by substituting s for v in e (which is safe because the let parameters occur 
similarly as the continuation parameters in Fig. 2) undoes the encoding of Fig. 
6 and thus yields a DS term (see Fig. 8 for details 3 ). Translating the let form 
as 
3 Again, Fig. 8 could be expressed in logical form as Fig.s 2 and 5, and the substitution could be 
carried out with a stack, as in Fig. 5. 
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B : IRoot + DRoot 
a[en = @ExP[ell Pempty 
BIExp : IExp + [Var + DExp] + DExp 
HEXP[let 21 = to tl in en p = BIExp Uelp[v= (aIT"~~tonP)@(aIT"V~tlnP)i 
131Exp [return ( t ) 1 p = @Ttiqtn p 
BIT’” : ITriv + DTriv 
f31TfiVux]p = x 
f31Ttiqk.rnp = ;Ix.aurn 
@TtiVuqp = P@V 
Fig. 8. Back to direct style. 
F : IRoot -+ CRoot 
.7+1] = ;IkYEXP[ej k 
FIExp . . IExp + Var -+ CExp 
31ExP[let v = to tl in en k = (FITriv Iton @.+Ttiqtlj ) B (&J.31Exp[elj k) 
F’EXP[return(t)j k = k@ (_FITtiV[t]) 
FIT’” : ITriv -+ CTriv 
@TrivuXj = x 
31TtiVu2x.m = dx.qq 
$TriqV] = v 
where k is a fresh variable. 
Fig. 9. Forth to continuation-passing style (continuation introduction). 
s_@_ mJ.e) 
amounts to introducing continuations and thus yields a CPS term (see Fig. 9 
for details). 
The situation is summarized in the following diagram. 
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c \ 
Going back to the example of Section 1, &d transforms 
Lx.U-x) (gx) 
the DS term 
into the intermediate-style term 
Ix.let 21i = f x 
inletV2 = gx 
inlet Vj = 211 212 
in return (213 ) 
which F transforms into the CPS term 
Ik.k (Ax.Ak.f x (h,.g x (h2.u1 u2 (&.k ~1~))) ). 
EC maps this CPS term into the intermediate-style term 
this intermediate-style term back to the DS term above. 
above, and 0 maps 
The mapping between CPS terms and intermediate terms is a bijection [ 121. 
The intermediate terms coincide with Moggi’s “monadic” language, B in Fig. 
8 corresponds to the identity monad, and F in Fig. 9 corresponds to the 
continuation monad [9,11,16]. Finally, coercing a CPS term into another one 
that satisfies the occurrence conditions over the parameters of continuations, 
i.e., q-expansion, corresponds to using a strict binding construct in the DS 
I-calculus. 
3. Proper tail recursion 
Sometimes it is important to process tail-calls properly, e.g., in the implemen- 
tation of a programming language such as Scheme [2]. The transformations 
C and &d are not properly tail-recursive encodings. This is easily seen in the 
common example of Sections 1 and 2: 
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In the body of the A-abstraction 
the outer call is a tail-call-i.e., the result of this call is also the result of the 
call to the A-abstraction. However, in the intermediate encoding, 
Ix.let 21i = f x 
inlet212 = gx 
inlet Us = 211 212 
in return (7~3 ) 
the call q 2~ is not a tail-call anymore. A properly tail-recursive encoding 
would be the following one. 
Ix.let 21r = fx 
inlet212 = gx 
Similarly, in the CPS encoding, 
Ak.k (2xJk.f x (Iw1.g x (A212.111 v2 (j1Q.k 213)))) 
the continuation of v1 212 intensionally is not the same as k. A properly tail- 
recursive encoding would be the following one. 
1k.k (Ax.2k.f x (Aq.g x (Iu~.~/~ TJ~ k))) 
Such an encoding can make a significant difference in a CPS compiler such as 
the one for Standard ML of New Jersey [ 1 ] (Trevor Jim and Andrew Appel, 
personal communication, San Francisco, California, June 1992). 
Here are the BNFs of intermediate terms and of CPS terms that enable a 
properly tail-recursive encoding: 
r E IRoot r::= e 
e E IExp e ::= let 21 = to tr ine 1 to tl ) return(t) 
t E ITriv t::=x ) Ax.r 1 v 
x E Ide 
v E Var 
Y E CRoot r ::= Ak.e 
e E CExp e ::= to tl (h.e) 1 to tl k 1 k t 
t E CTriv t::=x 1 A.x.r I u 
x E Ide 
v, k E Var 
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The diligent reader is left with the exercise of updating the figures to match 
these two BNFs. (Hint: see [ 6, Fig. 31. ) 
4. Related work 
Sabry and Felleisen’s recent work on equational reasoning about CPS pro- 
grams [2 1 ] aims at understanding precisely what in CPS transformation en- 
ables, e.g., compile-time optimizations. This leads them to deline an “un- 
CPSer” that only partly corresponds to the DS transformer for the pure ;1- 
calculus in that: 
(1) It does not consider the occurrence conditions over the formal param- 
eters of continuations (see Fig. 2). This is because the un-CPSer is 
not used as a source-to-source program transformer but rather aims at 
relating terms that have the same meaning. 
(2) It performs the steps of Fig. 7 but represents let expressions as j?-redexes. 
Also, it does not use return expressions. 
(3) It does not perform the administrative reductions corresponding to 
unfolding the let expressions (and enabled by the occurrence conditions 
over the formal parameters of continuations). 
Sabry and Felleisen too notice and rely on the uniqueness of a continuation 
identifier k. Their CPS transformer also performs additional reductions for 
DS P-redexes. 
In “Back to direct style II” [ 71, the unicity of k is relaxed by letting any 
lexically visible continuation identifier be applied, instead of only the current 
one. In the DS world, this amounts to introducing control operators such as 
call/cc to declare a first-class continuation and throw to send a value to a first- 
class continuation. More generally, relaxing the CPS texture to allow non-tail 
calls would amount to introducing control operators and delimiters such as 
shift and reset [6,8,9,13]. 
Other stagings of the CPS transformation are possible. For example, it is 
possible to ( 1) name intermediate values, (2) introduce named continuations, 
and (3) inline these continuations, obtaining a CPS term. In fact, it is even 
possible to factor out sequentialization from the CPS transformation by creating 
a new step (2’). This new step amounts to deciding in which order the 
intermediate continuations should be inlined. Each of these steps is reversible. 
This staging is described elsewhere [ 141. 
Intermediate languages such as the one of Section 2 are currently being 
investigated as an alternative to CPS. Flanagan et al. address the problem of 
compiling with and without continuations [ lo]. Finally, to have or not to have 
continuations can influence the precision of flow analyses, as studied elsewhere 
]3,221. 
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